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ABSTRACT
The study of wound healing has undergone very drastic changes in the last two decades. In this study of collagen sheet
dressing in 94 patients of ulcer management were performed. Out of 94 patients, 57 patients were male, and 39 patients
were female. Type of ulcer noted in this study are 49 patients m traumatic ulcer, 32 patients in diabetic ulcers, 12 patients in
burns ,1patient in tropic ulcer. Collagen sheet dressing can be applied immediately upon soaking in sterile water or normal
saline solution for 2 to 3 minutes. It does not require any pre-treatments or extensive washing to remove preservatives, etc
as in others. Collagen sheet dressing reduces the wound pain significantly compared to other dressings and accelerating
tissue remodelling without causing irritation.
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INTRODUCTION

Every living organism can repair its injuries, but some
wounds are difficult to repair such as diabetes ulcer,
venous ulcer, pressure sore and burns. These wounds if
left untreated will cause pain, requires hospital stay or
even surgeries, to avoid these wound dressings are
recommended. Mostly the decisions on the patient wound
healing problems were generally made on an empirical
basis and on historical observations. Every material &
method known to man has been tested or used to facilitate
or accelerate the wound healing. The aim of clinical wound
healing is safe and better results. Currently there are
various options available for wound healing. The aim of
the clinical wound healing is for safe and easier way of
healing process. This study was conducted to compare the
wound healing with collagen dressing and other dressings.
Collage in an important component of the connective
tissues, the main reason for collagen being a choice is, it
just leaves a scare after healing that’s only collagen fibres.
Hence this study aims to analysis the case presentation,
predisposing factor, co-morbid disease, microbiology,
surgical management, and outcome of ulcer management
[1-6].

MATERIALS & METHODS

Study design

Study place: Sree Balaji Medical College & Hosp IT AL ,
Chennai, India.

Study population

Patient with nonspecific ulcer like diabetic foot ulcers,
traumatic ulcers & superficial burns.

Sample size

96 patients.

Inclusion criteria

• Patient with ulcer in any part of body.
• Burns.

Exclusion criteria

• Critically ill patient. 2.Patient refusal.
• Any evidence of underlying infection.
• Any evidence of underlying bone osteomyelitis.
• Malignancy.
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METHODOLOGY

Patient with any type of ulcer or burns were taken for the
study. Wound cleaning/debridement was done. 94
patients,39 patients were male, and 57 patients were
female. Wound cleaning/debridement was done. Every
day dressing done and noted for the regression of size of
ulcer, ulcer bed, granulation tissue, according to the cause
of ulcer collagen sheet was applied. Every day dressing
done and noted for the regression of size of ulcer, ulcer
bed, granulation tissue, according to the cause of ulcer
collagen sheet was applied.

RESULTS

The outcome of wound healing by using collagen sheet
dressing in the study population is good. Out of 94
patients only 10 cases got infected. Most of the cases are
treated by single dressing per day. Cost of dressing 1s
exceptionally low, when compared to other dressings.
Hospital stay is short while using collagen sheet dressing.
24% cases are treated in a day care admission (Figures 1
and 2).

Figure 1: Burn injury in chest.

Figure 2: Collagen sheet application after burn injury.

DISCUSSION

As collage form the important component of the
connective tissues its of special importance to the skin. A
study conducted by Dr. M. Ramula concluded Collagen
sheet dressing is advantageous in all the aspects when
compared to conventional methods. Previous studies also
concluded from his study that collage treatment is a safer
treatment for wound healing. Collagen sheet dressing
reduces the wound pam significantly compared to other
dressings and accelerating tis sue remodelling without
causing irritation. Collagen sheet dressing reduces the
repeated dressings, prolonged hospital stays and has
been shown to reduce the overall wound treatment cost.
It reduces the pain and increases the healing rate [1-11].

CONCLUSION

Biological dressings like collagen sheet are impermeable
to bacteria and create the most physiological interface
between the wound surface and the environment.
Collagen sheet dressings have other advantages over
conventional dressings in terms of ease of application
and being natural, non-immunogenic, non-pyrogenic,
hypo allergenic, and pain-free. Collagen sheet dressing is
especially useful in Partial and full thickness wounds,
Pressure ulcers, Diabetic ulcers, trauma wounds like
abrasions, lacerations, second-degree burns. This study
concludes that collagen sheet has a better healing
property Collagen enhances better granulation tissue.
Collagen is equally effective in all types of nonspecific
ulcers. Collagen sheet dressing reduces the wound pain.
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